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5 Skills
Graduates in languages will have developed a wide range of subject-

related skills that are of great value in a diversity of careers and are 

readily transferable. A period of residence in a language-intensive 

environment, often abroad, is crucial in developing and enhancing 

many of these. The range of subject skills vary according to the 

specific focus of the programme but typically fall into four areas:

 language skills

 intercultural awareness, understanding and competence

 language-related skills

 subject-related skills.

Graduates will have developed valuable generic skills, the profile of 

which varies according to the specific focus of the programme but 

typically fall into three areas:

 predominantly cognitive skills

 predominantly practical skills

 interpersonal skills and other personal attributes.



‘We want all students to gain the skills they need to 

succeed in future employment or further study’.



Revised quality assurance processes

Process Date new process 
introduced

Programme approval 
process

Autumn 2017

Annual monitoring process Autumn 2018

Periodic Programme 
Review Process

Autumn 2019



Programme Approval Process

C&E will see you now



King’s College Education Strategy 2017-22

‘Develop students’ skills, attributes 

and motivation to set them up for 

success – both at the university and 

after they graduate. This includes 

supporting students to define and 

achieve their personal and 

professional goals by embedding 

employability in the curriculum’.



But I don’t teach employability



Changes introduced

• Appointed Embedding 

Employability Consultant

• Initial programme development 

discussion

• Employer input

• Embedding Employability 

workshop

• Employability toolkit

• Impact evaluation framework



Programme Proposal Form



Programme Proposal Form



Programme Approval Form



Feedback on first year of operation of new programme 

approval process

• I thought the employability stuff worked really well, 

even if I was resistant to it at the beginning. Norah 

really pushed us to develop a mode coherent and 

workable proposal, which improved our own clarity 

tremendously.



Impact evaluation framework



Evidence

• 20
Workshops 

completed

• 87
Attendees at 

workshops

• 7
Workshops 

involving King’s 
Academy



More evidence

• 48
Total meetings/

conversations

• 57Email 
discussions

• 102
Employability 
Toolkit unique 

users



Student PDR



Increasing reporting burden

annual
monitoring

education 
action 

planning

NSS action 
planning

PTES action 
planning

TEF action 
planning



Programme Enhancement Plan

Part A - enhancement plan structured 

according to the TEF framework 

specification headings

Part B – consideration of the data 

dashboard



Data Dashboard UG programmes

Teaching

Assessment

Academic 
Support

Progression

Non 
continuation

Awards

Career
Engagement

Gradate
Employment



Data Dashboard PGT programmes

Teaching

Dissertation

Assessment

Skills 
development

In year drop 
out

PGT 
destinations

Awards

Career 
Engagement



Flags and RAGs

• 3% above or below benchmark = 1 positive or negative flag

• 5% above or below benchmark = 2 positive or negative flags

• Three or more negative flags = red

• Two or more positive flags and no negative flags = green

• All other programmes = amber







Part A - extract

Teaching Quality: effective course/module design, assessment, feedback, or 

plans for student engagement in a range of instructional formats.

Proposed Programme 

Enhancements

Expected impact Actual impact 

(if completed)

Date 

completed

Learning Environment: clear linkages or network of resources supporting 

students both in and out of the classroom.

Proposed Programme 

Enhancements

Expected impact Actual impact 

(if completed)

Date 

completed



Part B - extract

 Identify the programme as well as the issue

 List all areas which received negative flags on the data dashboard. 

 Explain briefly how the issues highlighted by the flags are being addressed.

Please add additional lines to each section if required.

Issue How is the issue being 

addressed?

Date to be 

completed/completed



Submission dates

• UG – 1 December 2018

• PGT – 1 February 2019



Thank you. 

Questions?



Contact details/for more information

Dr Victoria Korzeniowska (v.korzeniowska@kcl.ac.uk)
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